
MO R E Y & MA I N 

I  knew the fall foliage would be near peak up on the mountain gaps so I chose the direct 
route to Fairlee instead of the longer highway option. I dropped down past quaint hill 

farms through the color-soaked woods and into town and was struck by a familiar feeling. 
It usually only happens when I’ve been hiking for a while. I shook it off, but was curious 
about the odd timing.  

I arrived at the town green and greeted new friends. We enjoyed a harvest picnic, complete 
with homemade chocolate-chip cookies. They told me stories about Fairlee’s past, what’s 
changed and what they see for the future. They showed me their treasures – old 
photographs, beautiful artwork, important books, splendid toys, stunning buildings and 
more. We strolled Main Street and turned out toward Lake Morey, where my tour continued 
with a leisurely drive around that sparkling gem.  

It was mid-September and way too hot. The kind of heat where you just know it’s time for a 
change of seasons. And no breeze. 

After I said goodbye to my friends I stopped by the lake again. I was enticed by a barely there 
path down to a perfect little rock outcrop. As I sat there thinking about a swim I felt that 
feeling again – like you’re being observed. But by something innocent, not weird or scary. 

I heard leaves rustle. I turned and there it was. A Green Man. There are legends of them 
from many cultures and many ages, and I’d seen them depicted in many styles of art and 
architecture. They are kindly forest guardians seen to represent the cycle of growth that 
renews each year. I couldn’t believe my luck. The Green Man told me about Lake Morey, the 
Palisades, and the diverse creatures of the forest depend upon one another to survive. He 
recalled when the first people arrived, then many more people of all different kinds. He told 
me about fighting in camps and villages through the centuries, and how the people changed 
the land. Eventually he became forgiving and grew curious about their inventions – that 
house-like boat with a giant wheel, the noisy contraption that replaced horses, and quaint 
houses built from kits.  

Before the Green Man disappeared into the Fairlee’s western woods he told me to go east and 
look for the Snow Sister. They were ancient companions, but hadn’t visited in 50 years. 

Snow Sisters are very rare. They exist only in truly special places. And I found one! Or really, 
she found me. She already knew I’d been shown the way. Snow Sisters are also secretive 
natural creatures, but this particular one was even more intrigued by people and trade than 
Fairlee’s Green Man. Long ago she moved out of the mountains to a place near Main Street (I 
can’t say where). She delighted in the lacy bridges, the pretty parks; the stately buildings 
filled with ringing shop bells and joyful conversations.  

I asked her why she hadn’t seen the Green Man in so long (although half a century to them is 
nothing like it is to us). Her face dimmed. She said they used to meet to swap stories halfway 
between town and the lake, but then the people made a very, very big change at that place. 
The Snow Sister and Green Man were upset by the scarred earth and loud machines going 
every direction. They hadn’t returned. 

It discouraged me that this connection had been broken. I told her that I’ve been to town and 
the lake several times, all up and down the river – and on the big highway that disturbed her 
so much. I told her things have calmed down since it was built and the people learned to live 
with their change. Many even see it as a good thing since it helps them get to their friends and 
families and to see explore new places.  

She listened carefully, and her spirit seemed to brighten. Maybe we’ll see the Green Man and 
the Snow Sister together again – this time more connected than ever. 

.  .  . 



The Green Man & The Snow Sister  
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The Green Man
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The Snow Sister on the south underpass walls

The Snow Sister

The Green Man



Artwork Description 
This proposed public artwork is designed specifically for the Lake Morey Road Interstate 91 underpass. The 
four walls of the underpass will be transformed into a welcoming, memorable and meaningful connection 
between Fairlee’s outdoor recreation resources and the Main Street commercial zone. The mural is 
composed with the multi-directional traffic flow of the I-91 ramps and Lake Morey Road in mind.  

The summery face of the Green Man is shown on the northeast underpass wall to greet northbound and 
westbound travelers. Leaves and seeds break free as autumn sets in and they drift with traffic, pedestrians 
and bicyclists toward the western side of Fairlee. On the opposite side, the Snow Sister celebrates winter 
and spring. Her gaze reaches out from the southwest wall to meet southbound traffic exiting and entering 
I-91. She connects with people heading west on Lake Morey Road toward Main Street. Her foliage renews 
into spring color as it trails along onto the adjacent southwest underpass wall. 

These figures represent the deep connection that Fairlee residents and visitors feel with their natural 
surroundings. Even people that aren’t “big hikers” enjoy and benefit from beautiful, refreshing outdoor 
spaces. The beings also embody the imaginative spirit of humans and the strong link between their 
activities and their sense of place. The native plants depicted help reinforce the ideas of diversity and that 
change is only natural. Oak, basswood, hemlock, chestnut, black cherry, sugar maple and dwarf raspberry 
are all among the many important species found in the Fairlee Town Forest and each one has unique 
seasonal interest. 

Materials  
The dimensional mural will be constructed of very long term materials and finishes in order to limit 
maintenance and withstand harsh sun, precipitation and freeze/thaw cycles. The walls will be prepared with 
paint specifically formulated for masonry. The two faces will be painted by hand on the renewed surface. 
The large scale shapes of leaves, seeds, fruits and nuts will be cut from from aluminum composite panel 
(e.g. Dibond, Max Metal). This material is lightweight, easy to work with, impervious to weather, includes 
recycled content and is recyclable. The shapes will be primed and painted in seasonal colors. The panels 
will then be applied to the wall with a series of spacers to create a low-relief dimensional effect. All paints 
and primers will be weather and UV-resistant high-quality 100% water-based acrylic. 

Plan for Completion  
The large-scale piece will be created by the artist and community members over a series of months using 
multiple mediums and techniques. Phases will include: 

Planning and Design 
Anticipated Mid-December 2021 – March 2022 

The initial tasks for the artist will include the development of detailed plans and final artwork to be 
submitted for review and approval. Plans will include a detailed schedule, final budget including secured or 
anticipated community contributions and a parts list. The final artwork will be developed to show final 
colors, detailed cutting patterns and how the mural will be installed. 
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Community Engagement  
Anticipated April/May; June/July; August 

There will be multiple opportunities for the community to engage with the artist and contribute to the 
artwork. As discussed with Fairlee Community Arts, it will be important to secure community support 
through donations as well as volunteer time during the Planning and Design phase. Strong community 
support will be essential to the success of this project. Community contributions and engagement could 
take shape in a number of ways, including: 

• Student Activities – Artist visits with local elementary kids to collect natural objects and make their own 
forest people; Older students approaches could be lessons in natural communities, or exploring green 
man legend through history and writing modern fables 

• Painting Parties – Community gatherings where the public is invited to paint the giant leaves, seeds, 
fruits and flowers in seasonal colors according to final design plan 

• Installation – Wall preparation could be done by VTrans or skilled volunteers; Likely also need for small, 
skilled crew to assist artist with and final installation. 

• Out and About – Native plant and/or green person theme could be extended to outdoor recreation 
sites, commercial locations and nonprofit efforts as wayfinding or storytelling element; Examples: 
waste material cut into small leaves as gifts from painting parties; leaves for welcome signs or house 
numbers; display restaurant specials; combined into mobile or other artwork 

• Donations – Supplies, materials and/or equipment to ensure durable result within budget. Example: 
FCA plan to arrange for nearby lodging for artist during installation 

• Donor/Sponsor Recognition – Donor and sponsor names displayed in digital and/or physical way to 
communicate support for the arts 

Fabrication 
Anticipated May – July 2022 

This phase will occur over several months and include the cutting, prepping and painting all parts and 
supporting elements. The majority of fabrication will occur at the artists’ studio in Middlebury. The plan to 
create a panelized piece is partly to address travel time and delivery methods – the entire process becomes 
more mobile by working in small parts to create a large-scale whole on site. 

Installation 
Anticipated August 2022 

This final steps will include preparing the wall surface, painting certain mural elements and attaching the 
panels to support structure on the wall (e.g. furring strips) and to each other. Sturdy spacers will be used as 
needed to maintain a durable low-relief effect. With the exception of some of the painted background the 
artwork is planned to be installed entirely under the cover of the roadway. 

Depending on final attachment details and installation crew skill level, it may be advisable or necessary to 
install temporary lightweight staging to increase the depth of the flat work area at the base of each wall. 
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Budget 
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Materials, Supplies and Equipment Total

Item Use Details $0

Aluminum composite Art panels 3mm white, (14) sheets x2 $2,400

Machining* Art panels CNC router fees (by others) $1,200

Tool Use/Supplies Art panels Cutting, sanding, drilling $300

Masonry paint Underpass walls Gallons; 450sf x1 coat x4; 200 ft/gal $240

Primer Art panels Gallons; (28) 4x8 x1 coat; 250 ft/gal $120

Acrylic paint Art panels Gallons; (28) 4x8 x2 coats; 250 ft/gal $640

Paint supplies Walls, art panels Rollers, brushes, drop cloths, etc $200

Structure Spacers, support Treated lumber, aluminum angle, etc $480

Fasteners Spacers, support Anchors, screws, etc $480

Materials & Supplies Total $6,060

Artist’s Fees / Labor Total

Planning and Design $1,120

Community Engagement $1,920

Fabrication $2,560

Installation $2,560

Artist’s Fees / Labor Total $8,160

Travel and Lodging Total

Driving Process Local $80

Mileage Process Local $45

Driving Planning, Engagement, Installation 3 trips; 4 hrs each $480

Mileage Planning, Engagement, Installation 3 trips; 90 miles each $151

Lodging Installation Summer; 4 nights $1,100

Donation: Lodging -$1,100

Travel and Lodging Total $756

Project total $14,976
*Machining cost may be partially or fully redistributed to Fabrication

1



About the Artist 
I am uniquely suited to take on this important project with experience and notable 
accomplishments across several placemaking, art and design disciplines. Throughout my 
career I have produced creative work in public art, sculpture, mural painting, environmental 
graphic design, branding, wayfinding, exhibits, public transit, public health, community 
planning and aesthetic assessment. 

After earning multiple degrees at Rochester Institute if Technology School of Art & Design I 
worked for a well-known and award-winning Vermont community planning, landscape 
architecture firm. As Senior Designer my work ranged from creating photorealistic 
technically-accurate visual simulations of proposed large scale wind farms for use in public 
hearings; to developing place-based wayfinding systems, including an artistic welcome and 
highway directional sign system for Jackson, Wyoming approved for use by MTDOT, a 
sculptural gateway of native stone, metal and light for Saratoga Technology and Energy 
Park, revamping a vintage vehicular, pedestrian and parking sign system in downtown 
Burlington, VT and creating a placemaking and sign system for the Connecticut River Byway. 

In 2006 I cofounded The Image Farm, a small design studio based in Middlebury, VT 
providing strategic solutions that inspire action. I have worked with small businesses, food 
and farms; artists and authors; municipalities and governments; colleges, universities and 
education organizations; economic development organizations; social-service organizations; 
and arts and cultural organizations. Audiences I have have reached include young and old; 
general and targeted; native and immigrant; with and without disability, and across the 
economic spectrum. 

My designs for clients are art-forward whether it be inspired by the historic architecture at 
University of Vermont, reaching out to Vermont families for Vermont Department of Health, 
wrapping Tri-Valley Transit buses in an eye-catching new brand, or assisting any number of 
the dynamic Vermont small businesses. The Image Farm also loves to showcase the art of 
others though design – such as the amazing international films for Middlebury New 
Filmmakers Festival, the illustrations of Michael P. Kin on Aqua Vitea kombucha labels, or 
wayfinding for an outdoor architecture exhibit by Town Hall Theater created to help people 
reflect on a disruptive period for downtown. 

Most recently I completed a mobile sculpture titled “Silver Linings” for Town Hall Theater that 
popped up at several community and art events, an immersive piece titled “Self(ie)-reflection” 
installed on Middlebury’s Town Green for the year, and “Fire, Food, Magic” - a large scale 
mural at American Flatbread, a downtown restaurant that is a treasured and vibrant hub. 

Follow my work on Instagram @iammattheywood 

Visit theimagefarm.com
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